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ABSTRACT 
Property agency service has become a prominent business 'm Hong Kong as a result 
of substantial growth of property market in the past few decades. Although there are several 
modes of operations conducting property agency services in the secondary property market, 
the conventional property agency service is by far the most prevalent mode. However, the 
conventional mode of service has been criticized by the pubUc that property agents are partial, 
distrustful, unreUable, and that their services fees are more than their services worth. As this 
service is nearly the only available channel for the secondary property transaction, customers 
have no other better choice when they seU or buy real properties. 
A market survey in the form of a questionnaire was conducted and has shown to 
support the above criticisms. Besides identifying core values of property agents, the survey 
also indicates that the existing agency services do not fuUy satisfy customers' needs. A 
tentative business operational mode and business plan are proposed in this report as an 
alternative to the current agency services to improve customer satisfaction. The proposed 
new business venture wiU change the basic rules of the game adopted by the conventional 
property agency operators as a new operational mode wiU be focused to enhance impartiaHty, 
trustworthiness and reUabiUty aspects of service. 
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This study will review the local residential property agency market to find out 
customers' needs and identify new business opportunities and strategies to meet the 
needs. As there are comments and opinions on property agency business that their quality 
and values of services do not worth service fees normally charged, there may be business 
opportunities for developing a new kind of property agency service to substitute or 
compete with the conventional property agency service. This study is made for this 
purpose. 
Hong Kong Property Market 
General 
Hong Kong is a small city with limited flat land and city areas for development. 
• 
However, growth in population and economy in the last twenty years were tremendous. 
Demand for housing is ever increasing which results in spirally increasing land and 
property prices for more than a decade. Hong Kong also adopts a simple taxation system 
with no tax levied on capital gains obtained from real properties in order to encourage 
investment and enhance business environment. 
ln terms of usage, properties are generally classified into residential, office, shop 
and industrial types. Industrial and commercial properties are derived demands while 
residential properties are basic needs of people. Hong Kong has slowly changed from a 
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manufacturing place to a financial and service center in Asia. In accordance with this 
structural change in economy, demand for industrial buildings has been reducing and thus 
prices of industrial buildings have not increased materially in the past. Growth for 
industrial property market is expected to be insignificant in the future. As residential 
property occupies a substantial share of the whole property market and is by far the most 
active sector ofdirect concem to most people, this study will concentrate on this property 
type and the associated property agency market. 
For residential property market, housing in Hong Kong is basically of two types, 
namely public housing and private housing. Public housing is developed and supplied 
by the government and the Hong Kong Housing Society for people who cannot afford to 
buy or rent private housing. Home Ownership Scheme type of housing is built by the 
government for sale while public housing estates are built for rental to lower income 
groups. The government has recently changed its policy to also allow part of public 
housing to be sold off to residents. Private housing is developed by private developers 
for profit making which are in great demand by higher income groups. 
Characteristics ofHong Kong Residential Properties 
Market Segments 
Hong Kong residential property market can be subdivided by size and price into 
luxurious, above average and average housing types to suit different income classes. 
Luxurious properties are so expensive that these can only be afforded by top executives 
and successful business owners. As this report mainly focuses on agency service used 
*> 
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by the general public, the luxurious property market will not be covered in the current 
study. 
Property Characteristics 
Hong Kong is dominated by high rise concrete buildings clustered within large 
housing estates. Layout of flats within an estate is very similar and may be classified 
further by size and low, medium and high level zones. Unlike detached and semi-
detached wooden houses in some countries, local big housing estates are generally 
properly managed and maintained. Concrete flats in multi-storey buildings ofbig estates 
are normally durable, in good shape and thus use of surveyors or agents to verify or 
advise on structural conditions of houses is generally not necessary in Hong Kong. 
Property Prices 
Prices ofthe local private residential properties have been fluctuating largely in 
the past years. The fluctuation depends much on economic conditions, supply and 
demand expectations for housing, demographics and land supply. During the period 
before handover of the sovereignty, supply of land is under tight control as agreed 
between the Chinese and British Governments. The local economic boom and increasing 
personal income make demand for housing far exceed that can be provided by the limited 
land supply. This directly leads to an increase in property prices. 
ln addition, property market has been very active partly due to increasing housing 
needs of people and partly due to capital gains obtained from properties in the past. 
Historical large capital gains obtained in real properties made most people less sensitive 
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to high prices since there is a general belief that property prices will go higher in the 
future. 
With a good track record for residential property prices, the market attracts 
foreign as well as local investors. Inflow and outflow of investment capital further fuel 
mobility of property price. 
Prospects ofPropertv Market 
For the Chinese culture, there is always a strong desire for one to own his home. 
The government also encourages people to buy instead of renting houses. Housing is 
always a top priority of concem for most people. The ChiefExecutive already stated in 
his recent policy address to boost supply ofland and houses to make 75 percent ofHong 
Kong households to be home owners after the tum of this century. It is expected that 
increasing number of house owners and economic growth will increase property 
transactions. 
The number of house owners has been steadily increasing for years in line with 
economic growth. In addition, house prices increased by more than ten folds in the last 
15 years. There were about 168,700 real estate transactions in 1997 which approximately 
worth a total of 600 billion. Transaction volumes are enormous and property market is 
actually an important cornerstone for Hong Kong economy. 
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CHAPTER II 
HONG KONG PROPERTY AGENCY MARKET 
General 
In Hong Kong, agents are not usually involved in new property developments as 
they are sold directly from developers to customers. However, for the secondary property 
market which involves sale of properties other than that from property developers, seUers 
and buyers are numerous and market changes rapidly. To reduce the number of unfruitful 
contacts and to speed up transactions, people normally rely on property agents to 
complete transactions. The main values of agents are to make use of their valuable 
market information to provide linkages between sellers and buyers to facilitate property 
transaction. Furthermore, agents also act as information providers as they possess the 
best knowledge of the prevailing property market. 
Even though property transactions involve large sum of money and disputes 
arising from property transactions are frequent and usually related to legal matters, agents 
in Hong Kong are not required to possess any specific professional qualifications or 
training. Some agents even do not folly understand operation, requirements and 
implications of contracts. To most customers, agents are not considered as professional 
but more as middlemen to bring in parties into successful deals. As anyone could 
become an agent in property market, quaHty of agents is not guaranteed and in fact varies 
widely. Some property agents themselves also involve in speculative activities and 
misbehavior and malpractice have been reported. Unsatisfactory quality of agency 
service is reflected by the large number of complaints lodged to the Consumer Council. 
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Government Regulations 
To better control quality of agents, the government has agreed to implement a 
registration system in several stages for agency firms and agents. All agency firms and 
agents who are currently in business will be required to obtain temporary licences in 
order to continue their business within a grace period. After that, they are required to 
pass examinations in order to practice under licence. To minimize possible disturbances, 
it is expected that the examinations will not screen out the existing agents. The 
registration system is intended to make agency industry more systematic and under better 
control. 
Definition and Business ofPropertv Agents 
In accordance with the Proposed Practicing Guidelines for Real Estate Agents 
prepared by Society ofHong Kong Real Estate Agents Ltd. and Hong Kong Real Estate 
Agencies Association Ltd., business of a property agent is defined as:-
1. Selling, buying, exchanging, letting, or taking on leases of or otherwise 
dealing with or disposing of; or negotiating for sale, purchase, exchange, 
letting or taking on leases or any other dealing with or disposition of any 
real property on behalf of any other person. 
2. Any individual or corporation who carries on or holds himself out to the 
public as ready to undertake the business of a property agent is a property 
agent. 
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Functions ofPropertv Agents in Hong Kong 
Hong Kong property agents historically operate in the form of double agency. 
The main functions of an agent are summaries as follow> 
1. To seek out properties for sale or let and to establish connections with 
owners who agree to list their properties through property agents' 
companies. 
2. To advertise listed properties with key features such as description of 
property, floor area and price. 
3. To verify and to find out salient features and ownership status of 
properties through preliminary on-the-spot inspection and land search in 
the Land Registry. 
4. To make appointment with owners for inspection oflisted properties and 
to accompany prospective customers to inspect and to examine 
properties. 
5. To mediate in negotiation process between owners and prospective buyers 
or tenants so as to complete transactions. 
6. To assist sellers and buyers or landlords and tenants in entering into a 
Provisional Agreement for Sale and Purchase (PASP) or a Provisional 
Agreement for Tenancy (PAT) according to terms agreed by clients. 
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7. To assist parties to settle and to foUow up disputes arising from 
repudiation or cancellation of the PASP or PAT according to agreed 
terms. 
8. To follow up miscellaneous requests and queries from parties in 
transaction up to completion of sale and purchase. 
Size of Property Agency Market 
Presently, as an industry norm, most property agency firms charge agency fees of 
one percent of property price and half month rent from both owner and buyer / tenant 
respectively in a sale or rental transaction. Agency firms compete on quality rather than 
prices oftheir services. Based on available statistics and some assumptions, it is roughly 
estimated that commission fees amount to an approximate HK$ 18 billion per year. This 
large sum ofmoney already attracts some international agency firms (e.g. L.J. HOOKER 
from AustraHa) to set up offices in Hong Kong. It is therefore a huge market worthy for 
study to identify any new business opportunities. 
Structure of Agencv Market 
In Hong Kong, property agents currently operate in the following business 
modes> 
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Conventional Agency Firms 
These firms have employees working as full time agents to serve customers. 
Firms of this type are numerous and are ofvery different sizes. The market is currently 
dominated by about five to six large firms of this type. Each of these big firms is well 
networked within itself and some firms have about 100 to more than 200 offices. There 
have been trends in recent years that these firms continue to increase their offices so as 
to gain market share and to achieve better economies of scale. The fast expansion also 
leads to a quick increase of agents which causes more variations in agent qualities. 
In order to better compete with larger firms, some smaller firms form alliance to 
share common database of properties on sale. Some smaller firms choose to avoid direct 
competition with larger firms and operate in remote areas and older districts even though 
business volume for these areas are much smaller. However, increasing competition 
among agency firms has made many large firms to start setting up offices in these areas. 
These agency firms usually operate in the same common mode. Shops are located 
in busy streets. Agents are paid by a fixed salary plus commission which is calculated 
at about 20-40 percent of commissions paid by customers. These firms spend a lot on 
advertisements in newspapers but information especially asking prices easily become 
outdated and unreliable. Operating costs for these firms are large in view of expensive 
rents, advertising and staff costs. 
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Hong Kong agency market is currently dominated by this type of firms. The 
major firms include Centaline Property Agency Ltd., Midland Realty Ltd and Hong Kong 
Property Services (Agency) Ltd. 
Agency Firms in the Form ofMultilevel Marketing 
These firms carry out business based on personal marketing concept. In lieu of 
using street shops and advertisements to lure customers, these firms encourage their 
agents to find customers by themselves mainly through agents' own circles of life and 
social connections. Agents are motivated to expand companies' business by building up 
their own lines of agents. They are rewarded by having a share of commissions eamed 
by agents working directly under his lines of control. 
The operational mode of these firms can minimize overheads as expensive rents 
and heavy advertising are not required to bring in customers. However, as agents only 
receive minimal on job training (usually ten lectures provided by companies) and 
connections between agents and firms are not tight, quality of agents is doubtful. This 
deficiency is in some way compensated by the personal relationship and trust between 
agents and their customers. 
Agency Firms in the Form ofFranchise 
Some agency firms operate through franchising (e.g. Century 21). However, as 
product provided by agency firms is mainly service, it is difficult to standardize and to 
maintain quality of service provided by different franchisees. Franchisees are persons of 
different beliefs and business values. It is easy to lay down rules to control qualities of 
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tangible products but to specify rules to maintain service quality seldom works 
satisfactorily. One of the conventional agency firms has recently tried to switch its mode 
of operation from the conventional type to franchising mode but the change was not very 
successful. 
Auctions ofProperties 
This type of agency firm does not display property information in their shops in 
a usual way to attract customers. Instead, properties are promoted in two stages. In the 
first stage, these firms put advertisements in newspapers and put up posters in vicinity 
of the property location. In addition, they send property information directly to their 
potential customers and investors. When properties cannot be sold within a period 
(normally within one month) in the first stage, properties will be sold in auctions arranged 
by the firms. These firms normally charge some fixed fees to sellers for the stage one 
promotion (normally HK$5,000) and agency fees will also be charged to sellers if 
properties are sold offin auctions. Buyers are not required to pay for agency fees. 
Since auctions are not frequently held and that people can only know auction 
details in newspapers, audience attending these auctions is smaJil and auctions are simply 
held in hotel rooms. Use of auctions for seUing of properties is not popular locally. 
It is also possible to complete property transactions by advertising in newspapers. 
This is the cheapest way to sell or buy properties. However, in view of dynamics of 
property market, lack of updated information and large numbers of sellers and buyers, 
this method is very often time consuming and inefficient. Moreover, it is quite risky to 
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advertise one's flat details in newspapers with contact information as this may attract 
criminals. People are reluctant to adopt this method as there are high risks that properties 
may not be sold at the right market prices. A difference of more than one percent of the 
true market value of a property, which is equivalent to the nominal agency fees, already 




Literature reviews have been made to obtain information on agency market 
structure, generai operations ofagency business and views of the public on this industry. 
This includes information in newspapers, magazines and annual reports from listed 
agency company. 
Preliminary interviews with some individuals have been conducted for 
preparation of the survey questionnaire. These interviews include customers who have 
used agency service and also potential customers who would use agency service in the 
near future. In addition, some property agents have been interviewed to find out their 
comments and their personal feelings about actual market environment. Both structured 
and open questions have been covered in the questionnaire. The purposes of the 
interviews are several folds: 
1. To obtain some general comments and opinions of people who have used or will 
use property agency services on quality of service they have received or expected 
to receive. 
2. To obtain some comments and opinions on the existing agency fees charging 
scheme. 
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3. To obtain some information on general business practices, especiaUy that used by 
property agents. 
4. The feedback will be used as reference to determine the direction of the study. 
The views obtained in the interviews which are considered important for success 
and performance of agency service are put into questions in the survey questionnaire to 
seek views from more people. The aims of the questionnaire are to collect more 
representative comments and opinions from customers so as to identify possibilities of 
a new mode of operations in this industry. 
Agency industry is analysed qualitatively using Michael Porter's Competitive 
Analysis Model on the nature and profitability of this industry. 
A new business mode of operation is proposed in this study. To establish 
viability of the proposed new business venture, a tentative business plan is also worked 
out in this study. 
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CHAPTERIV 
ANALYSIS OF THE SURVEY RESULTS 
Based on the interview results and a general study of agency service, a 
questionnaire was designed and survey was conducted to find out the views and needs 
of customers on agency service. A copy of the questionnaire is attached as Appendix 1. 
Objectives of the Questionnaire Survey 
The objectives of the questionnaire are several folded: 
1. To identify services valued by buyers and sellers. 
2. To find out and assess core values of services currently provided by property 
agents. 
3. To find out any discrepancies between expectations of customers and services 
provided by property agents. Any discrepancies found are considered as unmet 
market demands which serve as the basis for design and development of a new 
business venture. 
4. To identify opportunities for a new business venture which is different from the 
existing property agency business operational modes. 




The questionnaire is composed offorty-two structured questions grouped into five 
parts. Apart from some informative questions, most questions are provided with seven 
choices for respondents to indicate their degree of agreement on the questions. The 
choice numbered one denotes the highest value or importance whereas the choice 
numbered seven denotes the least value or importance. The choice numbered four 
denotes no special preference or neutrality. The purposes of each part of questions are 
further described as follows: 
1. Part One (01 - 04) 
This part is designed to obtain information about respondents' intents to buy 
private properties, their experience of using services of property agencies and 
their self valuation of the degree of familiarity with property transaction process. 
2. PartTwo r05-014) 
This part is designed to obtain information about degree ofimportance of various 
factors and aspects when selling or buying properties. These factors include 
availability of choices of property, information and other important points that are 
generally considered in property transactions. 
This part is also designed to identify respondents' degree of importance of 
different aspects in property transactions, which are used to compare with values 
of various services currently provided by property agents as obtained in Part 
Three. 
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3. Part Three (015 - 026) 
This part is designed to find out values of various services offered by property 
agents as viewed by respondents. The purpose of the questions is to identify key 
market values of property agents. There are two sets of questions. One set of 
questions (Q15-Q18) is about agents' role as an information provider and the 
other set of questions (Q19-Q26) is about various agency services besides 
provision of information in the whole transaction process. 
4. Part Four (011 - 037) 
This part is designed to obtain respondents' general inception and comments on 
the overall service of property agents including in particular agency fees. The 
questions serve to give some directions on values and focus ofany new operation 
modes for agency service. 
5. Part Five (038-042) 
This part is designed to collect some personal profile information of respondents. 
Results and Analysis of the Survey 
Three hundred questionnaires have been sent out with one third to the residents 
of a private housing estate, namely the New Jade Garden in Chai Wan, and two third to 
the students ofthe Part-Time MBA programme of the Chinese University ofHong Kong. 
These groups of people are selected as they are considered to be potential groups likely 
to have used services of property agents before or to use agency service in the neai future. 
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The response rate to the questionnaire is 24 percent with a total of72 respondents 
returning the questionnaires. Ratings, ranges from one to seven, given for each question 
are compiled to obtain frequency distribution, mean value and standard deviation of the 
responses. Percentage of positive rating (sum of rating from one to three) and mean 
values will be used as the basis for discussion and analysis. In general the higher the 
percentage of positive rating or the lower the mean value, the more positive is the factor. 
A mean value ofless than four means a favourable response whilst a mean value greater 
than four means an unfavourable response. 
The data obtained from the questionnaire survey is summarized and shown in 
Appendix 2. 
Part Two - Important Aspects in Selling and Buying Estate Properties 
The questions in Part two include crucial and important aspects in selling and 
buying properties. Therefore, with the exception of Q.9 and Q.10, it is expected that 
respondents will respond positively to these questions. The main purpose of setting these 
questions is thus to check the degree ofimportance of these aspects to sellers and buyers. 
From the survey, it is found that the mean values to these questions are all below three 
indicating that these are important considerations when people sell or buy properties. 
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Table 4.1 - Result of the survey (Part Two) on important aspects rated by respondents 
Aspects in Selling or Buying Percentage of Mean Standard 
Properties Positive Rating Score Deviation 
Lispection of properties by yourself 96% 1.500 0.934 
(Q.8) 
Latest market information including 96% 1.486 0.839 
transaction prices (Q.6) 
Detailed information on interested 96% 1.606 0.886 
properties (Q.7) 
More choice ofproperty (Q.5) ^ 1.958 1.080~ 
Land search(Q.13) ^ 2.208 hTO~~ 
Legal and financing services (Q.14) ^ 2.333 1.492“ 
Professional advice on values of 81% 2.556 1.491 
interested properties (Q12) 
Inspection of properties under 75% 2.792 1.635 
companionship of property agents (Q. 11) 
Direct price negotiation with owners 67% 2.986 1.543 
(Q10) 
Direct conversation with property 65% 2.972 1.502 
owners before making decisions (Q.9)   
The findings for Part Two of the survey are summarized as follows:-
1. Ninety six percent of respondents select self inspection of interested 
properties as the most important aspect. The mean score for this aspect is 
1.5. This is reasonable as buying a property is a large investment and no 
one will take a risk to buy a property with unknown features and liabilities. 
A personal inspection of interested properties is thus very essential. 
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2. Ninety six percent ofrespondents regard market information and detailed 
information ofinterested properties as important aspects. The mean scores 
are 1.486 and 1.606 for these two aspects respectively. This shows that 
updated information, including detailed features of properties and market 
information are major factors when deciding whether to buy a property. 
This is reasonable as most buyers will try to avoid buying a property with 
hidden liabilities and at a price higher than market price. This implies that 
in order to give satisfactory service to customers, property agents should 
provide accurate, update and detailed information about the market and 
properties. 
3. Ninety percent of respondents selected more choices of property as an 
important aspect. The mean score is 1.958. The availability of more choice 
means that buyers are more likely to find properties that suit their needs. 
4. Respondents put less importance on advice on property values, land search 
and legal and financing assistance. Eighty one percent of respondents rated 
these aspects positively with mean scores of 2.556，2.208 and 2.333 
respectively, as contrasted with more than 90 percent of respondents rating 
positively for the aspects mentioned in the above paragraphs. 
This implies that to most buyers, these aspects are of secondary importance 
only. While land search is a must in property transactions, advice on 
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property value and legal and financing assistance from agents may be less 
important since people can get advice on property valuation from other 
reliable sources such as newspapers, Internet (e.g. the website of 
Centaline). In addition, potential buyers can obtain advice on financing and 
property valuation directly from banks. Legal and financing assistance 
from agents are not of utmost importance to buyers. 
5. Seventy five percent of respondents rated inspection under companionship 
of property agents important. The mean score for this aspect is 2.792. 
However the positive rating is significantly different from the 97 percent 
positive rating obtained for the aspect of selfinspection of property. This 
suggests that buyers regard inspection by themselves of greater importance 
and that inspection together with property agents may be just something 
optional or of minor importance. 
6. Many respondents are in favour of direct conversation and price negotiation 
with property owners. About 67 percent of respondents rated direct 
negotiation with property owners as important while 65 percent of them 
rated direct conversation with owners before making decision as important. 
The mean values for these two aspects are 2.986 and 2.972 respectively. 
Under the current practice，basicaUy one party in a property transaction will 
not be able to talk and negotiate price directly with the other party as they 
are blind folded about the contact information of the other party. As a 
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result, property agents are able to abuse and manipulate process by 
providing distorted information to either party. 
Part Three - Core Values of Property Agents 
Part Three of the questionnaire aims to check services provided by property 
agents and how customers value their services. The scores for these questions partly 
depend on the importance of those services to sellers and buyers and partly on the level 
and quality of service provided by property agents. The results of this part reveal core 
values of property agents as judged by customers. The findings are summarized in the 
following table. 
Table 4.2 - Result of the survey (Part Three) on value of services provided by property 
agents 
Services of Property Agents Percentage of Mean Standard 
Positive Rating Score Deviation 
Latest market information including 86% 2.167 1.126 
transaction prices (Q. 17) 
Arrange inspection offlats (Q.19) 8 ^ 2.239 1.236~~ 
Provide detailed information on 79% 2.611 1.284 
properties under inspection (Q. 18) 
Provide more choices of property for 78% 2.292 1.305 
selection (Q.15) 
A large database of potential seller and 76% 2.577 1.431 
buyer information (Q.16) 
Negotiate price for customers (Q.22) 73% 2.845 1.546~~" 
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Services of Property Agents Percentage of Mean Standard 
Positive Rating Score Deviation 
Prepare provisional sales and purchase 70% 2.873 1.393 
agreements (Q.25) 
Act as a third party to resolve any 67% 3.000 1.719 
problems arising after transactions (Q.23) 
Accompany clients to inspect properties 61 % 3.028 1.5 5 8 
(Q.20) 
Conduct land search (Q.24) ^ T m h 6 ^ “ 
Provide professional advice on values of 59% 3.500 1.692 
properties you are interested (Q.21) 
Assist in finding legal and financing 41 % 3.915 1.619 
services (Q.26) 
1. Nearly all services provided by property agents received positive response from 
respondents. The positive scores are expected as property agency is basically the 
major functional channel for buying and selling real properties. However, what 
interesting us is the relative score of each service they provide and score of each 
service when compared to the corresponding question in Part two. The question 
that receives the least positive rating is on provision of legal and financing 
referral assistance by property agents which receive only 41 percent positive 
response with a mean score of 3.915. 
2. Eighty six percent of respondents rated provision of market information valuable. 
The mean score for this service is 2.167. This means that the greatest value of 
property agents is in provision of market information presumably including 
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updated transaction price apart from their service to arrange inspection 
appointments. 
3. Eighty six percent of respondents rated arrangement of appointments for 
inspection of properties valuable. The mean score for this service is 2.239. It is 
interesting to note this result as this service is so simple and does not require 
anyone to have much experience and professionalism. However when we look 
at the fact that respondents highly regard the importance of inspection of 
properties by themselves, it becomes natural that if property agents can do this for 
them. 
4. Seventy nine percent of respondents rated positively to provision of information 
on interested property by agents while 78 percent and 76 percent of respondents 
rate positively on provision ofchoices and possession of a database on properties 
for sale. The mean score for these three services are 2.611，2.292 and 2.577 
respectively. These figures show that these three services are valuable and are 
related to provision of information to customers. 
5. Seventy three percent of respondents rated positively on price negotiation by 
property agents as the next important service. The mean score for this service is 
2.845. This service is indeed the most critical part of any property transaction as 
it will determine whether deals can be concluded, whether consumer satisfaction 
can be met for both buying and selling party and that whether property agents are 
able to eam their commissions. 
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As this service is so critical, it is expected that this service should be rated as very 
important. Although 73 percent positive rating apparently looks high, it is 
relatively low when compared with other services. This shows that respondents 
have some reservation in this service. This may be due to that mentioned in the 
previous section that people do not have enough trust on property agents on this 
function as a result of malpractice practised by some agents. 
6. Seventy percent of respondents rated the service of preparing provisional sale and 
purchase agreement positively. This medium rating may mean that while this 
service is somewhat valuable to them but not crucial in getting a good deal. 
7. Respondents considered a relatively high value on the role of property agents as 
a third party to resolve any problems arising after transactions. Sixty seven 
percent of respondents rate this positively with a mean score of3. 
8. Only about 60 percent of respondents rate positively for property agents 
accompanying respondents to inspect properties (61 percent), advice on values 
of properties (59 percent) and land search (61 percent) by property agents. When 
compared to all other services provided by property agents, these services are of 
less value to customers. While land search is an important element in property 
transactions to avoid any unnecessary or hidden liability, most respondents may 
view this as a formality when deciding to purchase properties. 
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Comparison ofResults for Part Two and Part Three 
All ratings in Part Three for values of services provided by property agents are 
significantly less than the corresponding questions in Part Two. This means that in 
general property agents are not providing services up to expectations of customers. The 
table below shows comparison of the scores obtained for the corresponding questions in 
Part two and Part Three> 
Table 4.3 
Comparison of Scores of the Corresponding Questions in 
Part Two and Part Three 
Service expected for Positive rating* Positive rating in ~~Difference i n~ 
and provided by in Part two Part Three percent 
property agents 
More choice of property 90% 78% T^o 
for sale 
Market information 96% 86% ]Wo 
Property information 94% 79% is% 
Inspection accompanied 75% 61% 14% 
by property agents 
Advice on value of 81 % 59% 22% 
property 
Price negotiation 6 ^ 73% I5% 
Land search §7% 6l% Io% 
Legal and financing 81% 41% 40% 
assistance 
* Positive rating means choice from 1-3 under a 7-point scale. 
1. The differences in percent for "more choice of property for sale", "market 
information" and "property information" are relatively smaller in the range oflO-
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15 percent. The results indicate that a major value of property agents lies in 
provision of information but the services provided do not completely satisfy 
customers. 
2. There is a big difference of 22 percent in the area of advice on values of 
properties. This may mean that while most buyers have needs to obtain 
professional advice on values of properties but property agents are not fully 
capable of providing such service. Actually the practising guidelines for agents 
request agents not to hold out as professional valuers. 
3. There is a huge gap of 40 percent in legal and financing assistance expected from 
customers and service provided by property agents. This may have dual 
meanings in this finding. First, this may mean that providing legal and financing 
referral assistance is, at the present conditions, more a gimmick than a service 
which really hits customers' needs. On the contrary, this may mean that while 
customers have needs to obtain legal and financing assistance when buying 
properties, services provided by property agents are far behind their expectations 
so that there is room for improvement in this area. 
4. There is a 5 percent difference in price negotiation. This could mean that 
services provided by property agents have slightly higher value and that some 
customers prefer to do thisjob by a third party rather than by themselves. 
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Part Four - Comments on the Role and 
Service Fees of Property Agents 
Part Four of the survey deals with the overall rating on property agents. Questions 
are related to their services and fees. The overall result of this part shows that most 
customers have negative comment and opinion on property agents on their role, their 
services and fees. The findings indicate these are the unsatisfactory aspects of the 
existing agency service. The findings are summarized in the following table. 
Table 4.4 - Result of the survey (Part Four) on comments on service and service charge 
of property agents 
Comments and Opinion Percentage of Mean Standard 
Positive Rating Score Deviation 
Agents are good sources of market 53% 3.847 1.517 
information (Q.32) 
Agents are the best channel for selling or 42% 3.986 1.597 
buying properties (Q29) 
Agents provide professional services that 3 9% 4.125 1.601 
you yourself cannot do better than they do 
(Q.33) 
Agents act impartially in the whole 32% 4.403 1.667 
process (Q.27) 
Agents provide reliable market 24% 4.472 1.311 
information (Q.28) 
Agents are trustworthy (Q.30) H% 5.194 1.328~ 
Agents should ask for a fixed service fees 68% 2.722 1.638 
instead of one based on property prices 
(Q.35) 
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Comments and Opinion Percentage of Mean Standard 
Positive Rating Score Deviation 
Agents' service fees are worth their 1 \% 5.542 1.453 
services provided (Q.31) 
Overall speaking agents provide good 28% 4.375 1.428 
service to customer (Q.34)  
The findings for Part Four are summarized as follows:-
1. Fifty three percent of respondents agreed that property agents are a good source 
of market information. The mean score for this comment is 3.847. This is the 
highest rating in this part of the survey but is relatively low when compared with 
other parts of the survey. The low rating obtained can be explained by the 
dilemma that respondents do not trust information provided by property agents 
but such information however cannot be ignored. This is consistent with the 
previous finding and discussion that core value of property agents lies more in 
provision ofinformation, including the latest property market prices. 
2. Only 42 percent of respondents rated property agents to be the best channel for 
buying and selling properties. The mean score for this statement is 3.986 which 
basically means neutral. This suggests that quite a significant number of 
respondents does not consider property agents as the best channel for buying and 
selling properties. 
3. Thirty nine percent ofrespondents agreed that property agents are able to provide 
professional services that they themselves cannot do better than property agents. 
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Coined the other way round, 40 percent of respondents rated it negatively 
showing that they beUeved that they themselves are able to do it better than 
property agents. This finding has a strong implication that as property agents are 
not considered the best channel for property transaction, a good majority of 
respondents may be interested to conduct transactions by themselves, given that 
they are supplemented with the necessary information and knowledge. This 
certainly gives strong support to the notion that a new business mode may be 
established to go in Une with the this finding. 
4. This part of the survey shows that property agents posed very negative image to 
respondents. Only 32 percent of respondents believed that they act impartially 
in the whole process, 24 percent believed that they provide reliable market 
information and that a slight 11 percent believed that they are trustworthy. This 
may be because that dual agency is practised in Hong Kong and agents represent 
both sellers and buyers. Their interests may be different from sellers and buyers 
and they may in the whole process not act for the best interests of their clients. 
That is the likely reason why customers gave them a low score in this aspect. 
There are strong implications that property agents are a group of people that most 
people do not trust and that they are not the best channel for conducting property 
transaction but yet under the current market conditions, they are basically the only 
one channel for this business. This can be detrimental to property agents if a new 
game ofbusiness is introduced into this industry with a totally new and positive 
image. 
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5. Regarding agency fees, 68 percent of respondents agreed that property agents 
should be paid by a fixed service fees instead of one based on property prices. 
Only 11 percent agreed that their service fees worth what agents ask for. 
However, what bothers most by customers is the high agency fees charged. Thus 
if a new business mode is to be established, service fees have to be significantly 
modified to match values perceived by customers. 
6. Fees schedule - Table below shows the fees schedule that respondents prefer 
if service fees are charged based on property prices. 
Table 4.5 - Opinion collected on fees schedule 
Fees Schedule Frequency of Respondents 
less than 0.3% 一 4]%  
0.3% - 0.5% 35% 一 
0.5% - 0.7% — 13% — 
0.7% - 0.9% 1% 一 
others 9% 
— total 100% 
Apart from the finding that respondents considered property agents are charging 
too high, this question investigates the amount that customers are willing to pay. 
It is found that 76 percent of them are willing to pay only less than 0.5 percent 
of property prices as service fees and that only a smaller portion of 14 percent 
is willing to pay higher than 0.5 percent. Basically no respondents consider 
paying the conventional one percent commission fees as reasonable. Some 
respondents consider that property agents charge too high when their service 
fees is compared with legal fees charged by solicitors, who are professionals. 
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While it is reasonable to argue that consumers are always asking for lower prices 
for any services or goods, this finding is a good reference on the amount of 
money respondents are willing to pay to property agency services. 
7. On the whole, only 28 percent of respondents rated positively services provided 
by property agents showing that most of them are not satisfied with services of 
property agents. 
Conclusions and Implications of the Survey 
1. The most important thing people consider when buying properties is self 
inspection of properties. Moreover, they also value on arrangement of property 
inspection by others or by property agents. 
2. People also care a lot about information. This includes detailed information 
about properties, market information and more choices of properties. Agent are 
rated valuable in providing such information. 
3. Some people prefer direct negotiation with property owners but some prefer to 
have others to negotiate price for them. While property agents are still valued for 
their service as negotiators on behalf of their clients, value of this service may be 
reduced by some reported malpractice of agents in negotiation process. 
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4. To many people, property agents are not trustworthy, impartial, professional and 
providing reliable information. Their service fees may worth less than 0.5 
percent of property price. 
5. Some people believe that they can even do better than property agents when they 
sell or buy properties. Given sufficient support, some people will be interested 




ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY AGENCY DSIDUSTRY 
In order to check and establish whether agency market will be profitable in the 
fiiture, the agency industry is analysed using the framework proposed by Michael Porter 
as follows:-
Macroenvironment 
Regional and Local Economies 
The performances of regional and local economies greatly affect people's desires 
and ability to purchase properties. Interest rate is one of the most important factors to 
influence economy and in particular ability of people to afford house mortgages. A 
gloomy outlook on the future economy undermines people's confidence and adversely 
affects the present property market. The significant depreciation of currencies and melt 
down of assets of the South East Asian countries happened in last quarter of 1997 has 
severely damaged the regional economies. As a result, transactions of residential 
properties in Hong Kong dropped drastically by approximate 40 percent from October 
1997 to March 1998. 
Hong Kong Demographics 
The business volume of agency market depends on the number of property 
transactions which is related to total number of flats and desire of people to buy or invest 
in properties. The following factors are considered favourable for growth ofthe industry: 
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1. Hong Kong population increases by about 55,000 new immigrants coming from 
China each year, 
2. There are about 40,000 marriages per year in Hong Kong, 
3. Average household size is decreasing as a general trend. More households are 
composed of married couples who do not live together with older generation, 
4. The government has planned to produce 85,000 flats annually to increase 
housing supply. Seventy five percent of households are expected to be owners 
of their homes, 
5. The government has recently implemented policy to sell off public housing. 
Private housing market will be enlarged as these public housing units will be 
traded as private flats after expiry of sale restriction period, 
6. The government recently forecasts the population to reach 7.38 millions in year 
2006 and 8.21 millions in year 2016. This means a substantial increase of 
population in the future, 
7. GDP of Hong Kong has been increasing and most people enjoyed a general 
increase of income in the past years. Though the rate of increase in income is 
expected to slow down after the occurrence of the financial crisis in South East 
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Asia, their abilities to afFord better living conditions and housings are expected 
to increase in the long term. 
The above factors indicate both an increasing population and demand for housing. 
In view of the strong economic background and well being ofHong Kong, demand for 
better living conditions and housing should sustain. The expected increase in property 
transactions will increase demand for agency service. 
Government Policy 
Supply ofHousing 
The Chief Executive expressed clearly that high and increasing property prices 
was detrimental to the competitiveness of Hong Kong and was not acceptable. In his 
policy speech in 1997，he announced that 85,000 new flats would be built yearly aiming 
to achieve 75 percent of households to own their properties. Out of the 85,000 flat units, 
35,000 units will be private housing. Private housing will therefore be increased on a 
continuous basis. 
Change in Land Price Policy 
The government seems to drop the high land price policy. Recent land sales and 
land auctions indicated that land will be dispose of even at a price lower than market 
expectations. The government has also expressed that any significant increase or collapse 
of property prices were undesirable. Residential property prices have actually slided by 
approximately 30 percent in general over the territory since the last quarter ofl997. As 
capital gain in property is not expected, the number of property investors greatly reduces. 
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Actually property speculators have become dormant as reflected in the recent thin 
property trading. Moreover, even for people who buy flats in a wish to improve living 
conditions can now protract their decisions as property prices are not anticipated to 
increase in the near future. The latest government policy disorientates market directions 
and makes most people indecisive to purchase properties. However, it is expected that 
the government policy will be digested by market and demand for property and property 
trading will be again governed by the basic demand and market forces. 
Technology 
The advances ofInformation Technology (IT) and Internet have great impacts 
upon many industries including agency services. However, the current agency industry 
has not made the best use of available technology to improve its capability and 
competitiveness. As success of the industry rely on the availability ofupdated market 
information, the advantages of the latest IT technology could be better utilised to bring 
more values to customers. 
Task Environment 
Regulators 
The government is the main regulator for the industry. All personnel and 
companies engaged in property agency business are required to obtain licence in order 
to practice. The new regulations may in some way restrict direct new entrants into the 
market but should not form an insurmountable barrier for new entrants since obtaining 




There are many sellers in property market. Their bargaining powers over agency 
firms are not significant. 
Labour 
It is not expensive or difficult to recruit employees and agents to work in this 
industry. As explained before, professionalism is not much required and not important 
for this industry and thus labour supply should not be a problem. 
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Labour Union | 
The influence oflabour unions is not strong locally. Currently there is no 
formal and strong labour union in this industry and thus the negotiation power of 
labour is very limited in this industry. It is expected that labour unions will not 
be powerful in the near future. 
Customers 
Customers are numerous and are not powerful over agency companies. 
Competitors 
The conventional agency firms have their values as indicated in the survey results. 
The internal rivalry among the existing agency players is fierce. However, as normally 
the case for service industry, firms compete on quality of service and not on prices. 
There is no much room to compete in this market using the same operational modes as 
the existing players since they have already gained substantial advantages in economy of 
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scale and brand name. As the conventional way of operation requires a very high 
overhead, it is not easy even to survive in low business periods. A large number of smaU 
agency firms were quickly forced to close their business when recessions in property 
market occurred in around 1994. 
In order to compete in this market, business operational mode has to be different 
from the conventional type. The proposed new business in Chapter VII will compete 
with the existing agency firms on price and quality of services and to strive for target 
customers. 
New Entrants 
When the proposed new business mode proves to be successful, new entrants will 
be attracted into the market. To remain competitive, it is important that the proposed 
business should be expanded and upgraded in stages to incorporate Information 
Technology to enhance competitiveness and to increase entry barrier. In addition, it is 
important to build up in the early stages the brand name and image ofthe new company 
to deter new entrants. 
Threats of Substitutes 
Unlike tangible products, the industry mainly provides services which cannot be 




ANALYSIS OF THE EXISTmG AGENCY BUS^ESS 
As agency market is dominated by the conventional type of agency firms as 
described in Chapter II，the following analysis is made mainly on services provided by 
these firms. 
Advantages of the Conventional Agency Business Mode 
Full Service 
- I 
The conventional agency service provides full service to sellers and buyers. A 
seller can simply ask his agents to list his property for selling and the only remaining 
thing he has to do is to accept the highest offer price available. On the other hand, a 
buyer can also fully rely on his agent to sort out suitable properties available in market 
to meet his needs and to inspect flats arranged by agents. Based on advice provided by 
agents about the market conditions, a buyer simply decide whether to make an offer. The 
full service normally requires agents to do a lot of work in order to close deals. 
The full service is most suitable for people who are inexperienced in sales of 
properties, illiterate or who do not feel comfortable to get actively involved in process, 
ln addition, it is also suitable for people who are not willing to spend time in property 
transactions. 
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Facilitation ofTransaction Process 
In view of the dynamics of the local property market, it is quite common that 
sellers may reject offers in the last minute disregard of all verbal agreements made 
between sellers and buyers. Price negotiation is painstaking, lengthy and uncertain which 
sometimes totaUy spoils relationship among parties. Agents in this regard can effectively 
act as facilitators or a lubricant to keep dialogue between parties open for most of the 
time. 
As a Third Party in Times ofDisputes 
It is always beneficial to have a third party to witness the complete process of 
property transaction. In time of disputes, any party can tura to his agent to ask for 
witness and support. 
負 
Agents to Provide Expertise to Guide Transaction Process 
Agents are supposed to be experienced to guide parties to complete transaction 
process. Except for property investors or people heavily involved in property trading, it 
is difficult for people to be fully aware of the latest government and legal requirements 
for property transactions. 
Disadvantages of the Existing Business Operational Mode 
Dual Agency 
In Hong Kong, nearly all agents are dual agents who work and represent for both 
sellers and buyers. As agents charge both parties for their service which is prevalently 
calculated as a percentage of property price, it is difficult and also there is little incentive 
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for agents to act to the best interests ofboth parties. The dual agency arrangement simply 
leads to a distrust of agents by both parties. Under this agency system, there is little 
which can be done to improve the situation. This is similar to use of a solicitor to 
represent both seller and buyer in property transactions in the old days. Nowadays each 
party in a property transaction is required to be represented by his own solicitor for 
protection ofhis interests. 
Operation in the Form ofBlack Box 
Direct communications between sellers and buyers are not encouraged under the 
current agency operational mode. Agents will act as intermediary and convey messages 
from one party to the other. Indirect communication is inefficient and could lead to 
misunderstanding. Longer time is required to conclude deals. 
In addition, as agents have their interests which could be different from his 
clients, communications between sellers and buyers will likely be distorted and partial. 
The ineffective communication easily leads to frustration and mistrust between parties 
in transaction. For a property transaction which involves a large sum of money, the 
degree oftrust between contracting parties is sometimes helpful for successful conclusion 
of a deal. 
The situation becomes worse when a lot of bargaining are required during 
negotiation process. It is not difficult to imagine the difficulties encountered in such 
process. 
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Manipulation by Agents 
As sellers and buyers have little involvements and contacts in transaction process 
and that agents operate more like in a black box, the exact requirements of a party are 
difficult to be known by the other. Manipulation could occur in the following ways> 
Propertv Price 
There have been complaints that agents purposely increase asking price in order 
to earn more agency fees. This malpractice also helps agents to eam extra bonus from 
sellers when they are delighted to sell their properties at higher prices. 
Most agents also increase asking prices in order to give more room for price 
negotiation with potential buyers. In order to conclude deals for earning commission, 
some agents do not mind hurting the interests of their clients. 
Market Information Provided bv Agents 
There have been numerous complaints that agents do not disclose a full and 
accurate market information about properties. It is a very common tactic that agents play 
down market sentiment to prospective sellers and play up market sentiment to potential 
buyers. The latest transaction prices of properties are quoted either selectively or even 
simply incorrectly by agents to sellers and buyers. It is however very difficult for any 
party to find out a true picture and updated market information through other means. 
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Agency Fees 
It is common in Hong Kong that agency fees are calculated as a percentage of 
property prices. Fees are in no way related to the work and effort that agents have 
actually done to complete transactions. It is therefore unfair for sellers or buyers to pay 
such a high fees if transactions are smooth and fast. Fees do not reflect in any way value 
of services delivered to parties by agents. This leads to discontent of people since they 
have to pay more than the service worths. 
During flat inspection, all agency firms quote one percent of property price as 
agency fees on Engagement Agreement which has to be signed and agreed by buyers. It 
is not practical for a customer to compare and find out the lowest agency fees in advance. 
Time Commitment to Pay Agency Fees 
Once a customer has inspected a flat under guidance of an agent and signed an 
Engagement Agreement, he is bound to pay agency fees normally within three-month 
period from the date of flat inspection even if the flat is sold successfully to the buyer, 
with or without further contribution from the agent within the said period. There have 
been occasions that an agent has failed in the first instance to conclude a deal but a seller 
and buyer later complete the deal through other channels. Parties still have to pay agency 
fees for the first agent. This arrangement aims to protect interests of agents but is 





The opportunities for the secondary property market and a new mode of property 
agency service are as follows: 
1. There are over 1,060,000^ private residential units and 170,000^ resalable Home 
Ownership Scheme housing units available for sale in the secondary property 
market in 1998 which increase at a rate of20,000 - 30,000 units per year^. 
2. The new housing policy of the government will supply 85,000 housing units 
annually which will increase the number of available housing units for sale and 
rental in the secondary property market. 
3. The current norm of charging one percent of property price as commissions to 
either party in a property transaction are higher than perceptions of most 
customers. There is room for a new business operator if it could charge a 
competitive service fees lower than the current norm value. 
4. There are no other major competitive channels for property transaction other than 
the conventional property agency service. Customers are willing to try some 
other channels as they do not regard the current property agencies as ideal. 
b The figure is obtained and adjusted from the homepage of the Housing Authority ofthe Hong Kong 
Government 
c Figure from Land Department as compiled by Centaline Property Ltd 
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5. Most people do not have trust in the existing property agents. The new business 
venture should avoid the negative image of property agents. 
Business Nature 
This is a real property service business. The primary objective is to promote 
transaction of real properties under an open and unbiased environment to win trust from 
customers. Customers are given opportunities, freedom and assistance from the company 
to complete property transactions by themselves. 
This service is able to compete with the conventional property agency firms due 
to its lower cost structure. It will compete on the basis of price, reliable information and 
the degree of confidence of customers in the service provided. 
Target Customers 
The target customers are middle income group living in big private estates and 
HOS housing like Taikoo Shing, Laguna City, Komhill, Komhill Estate and etc. These 
big estates share the following common features:-
1. Estates are composed of multi-storey buildings, 
2. Flats are of typical shape and of standard size, 
3. Flats are of sizes ranging from small to large (e.g. from 600 sq. ft. to sometimes 
more than 1,000 sq. ft.) within an estate, 
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4. All flats share the same common recreational, club facilities and regional facilities 
including public transport, schools, churches and etc. 
People usually prefer to stay in their familiar environment especially with 
established social connections. When people change for bigger flats for better living 
conditions after improvement of their financial status, they would normally first consider 
looking for bigger flats which are located in the same estate or region. As estates usually 
have flats with a range of size and different orientation, people have a lot of choices 
before considering moving out their familiar region. This could be one of the reasons 
that transactions in big private estates are frequent and high. For this type of customers, 
they are expected to be quite aware of estate flat details. 
Customer Profile 
The target customers are middle income class families and people living in HOS 
who are relatively better educated and weU off. ]n addition, our target customers should 
already have some experience in property transactions. These customers are capable by 
themselves and are more willing to try their effort in property transaction process to save 
costs. 
Customer Needs 
Customer needs have been discussed in the analysis of the survey results and are 
quoted in the survey conclusions in Chapter IV. 
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Company Mission 
The company has a commitment to provide top quaUty services to customers to 
ensure that property transactions are completed under an open and unbiased environment. 
The service should aim to win tmst from customers and be rewarded by customers with 
full satisfaction. 
Niche Marketing 
As the proposed new business provides services which requires more involvement 
from customers, niche marketing is adopted. As our target customers are mainly people 
living in big estates, total transactions will however not be low. 
Personalised Service Ranging from 
Full Service to Self Service 
The existing conventional agency services provide full service to all customers 
disregard of their actual needs. The conventional full service mainly includes the 
followings: 
1. Sort out suitable flats to meet buyers' needs, 
2. Arrange flats for inspection by buyers, 
3. Negotiate prices, 
4. Provide updated market information, and 
5. Offer advice in completing transactions. 
In lieu of providing the above full service, the new business will offer a spectrum 
of service ranging from full service to full self service as required by customers. Service 
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is in a form of packages composed of core service and ancillary service tailored to suit 
personalised needs. Service fees charged are based on services actuaUy used by 
customers. The core services include the followings:-
1. Provide buyers information of flats on sale which meet their needs. The contact 
information of sellers is also provided, 
2. Check identity of flat owners (by land search) to safeguard buyers, 
3. Check identity of buyers to safeguard owners for further contacts between sellers 
and potential buyers, 
4. Provide updated market information including in particular the latest asking prices 
and transaction prices for reference by clients, 
5. Prepare provisional agreements and act as witness for signing of agreements. 
The ancillary services offered which supplement the core service:-
1. Accompany buyers to inspect flats, 
2. Assist in price negotiation when required by either party, 
3. Any other services required to complete transactions as requested by either party. 
Use ofInformation Technology 
The local property market is very dynamic and competitive. Updated information, 
especiaUy in times of rapid price movements, is of utmost importance for parties to 
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quickly reach common views and agreements on property prices. In the existing 
conventional way, market information can only be obtained through agents which is 
subject to distortion and manipulation. 
The new proposed company will directly provide market information to cUents. 
Updated market information database is built up as based on transactions completed by 
the company and from other reliable sources. The company may provide information 
through fax machines in the first stage of company operation and via Internet in the later 
stages of company development. Competitive advantages of the new business will be 
much increased if customers could also enjoy values and benefits of Information 
Technology. 
Better Service Quality 
Customers are served by the whole company rather than by agents in the 
conventional way. ln this way, quaiity of service is better maintained and not 
significantly affected by variations in abilities and performances of agents. Customers 
are in direct contact with the company and service will be provided on a company basis. 
As the role of the company is to provide assistance and facilities parties to complete 
deals, the goals of the company are in better alignment with customers. Trust level 
between customers and the company should be better than that achieved in the 
conventional way. A more consistent and better service quality is expected to be 
achieved and maintained. 
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Lower Operational Costs 
The new business does not operate like the conventional agency firms. Overheads 
can be significantly reduced. This is because instead of renting expensive street shops, 
offices could be set up in commercial centres as customers could easily access the 
company by fax or via Internet. Convenience of office location is not very important. 
However, in order to facilitate provision of ancillary services, regional offices in less 
expensive commercial centres in estates have to be set up. Advertising in newspapers 
could also be reduced as customers could easily obtain such information by accessing the 
company by fax or via Internet. 
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CHAPTERVIII 
TENTATIVE BUSmESS PLAN 
Sources ofRevenue 
UnUke the conventional property agency, our agency service will have two sources 
of income: 
1 • Selling of information kit. 
2. Commissions from transactions. 
Pricing 
Pricing Objective 
The prices of services are set with an aim to seize a significant portion of market 
share from the conventional agency services in the long run. It is intended to obtain a 
market share of 0.5 percent, 1.5 percent and 2.5 percent respectively in the first three 
years ofbusiness operation. 
Pricing strategy 
Buyers will pay a small up front services for information kit and core services as 
mentioned in Chapter VII. In return they will be charged for some commission fees at 
a rate much lower than that charged by the conventional property agencies upon reaching 
agreements for transaction. 
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Pricing Structure 
Pricing structure is relatively simple in that only a standard price for information 
kit and a two-tier of commission fees will be used. The pricing is designed to compete 
with the conventional property agency by means of an attractive commission fees for 
property transactions. Whilst commission is obtained only once for a property for sale, 
information can be sold for different customers. 
Pricing 
1. Property information kit 
HK$50 per set ofdata which include aU information related to one property on sale. 
This price is set to give a sense of value. 
2. Commission 
(A) For self negotiated transaction 
0.15 percent of property prices from sellers and 0.15 percent from buyers. 
Core services will be provided by the company. 
(B) For additional services 
0.2 percent of property price for a party who uses ancillary services in addition 
to the core services provided by the company. 
These rates are set to be attractive. A 0.15 percent from both parties shaU be 
competitive enough as normally customers have to pay approximately 0.5 and 1 percent 
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of property price in the low and high times of market respectively. The another 0.05 
percent commissions from a party using the ancillary services. 
Forecast ofbusiness 
Basic assumptions 
1. The number ofproperty transactions in the coming 5 years is assumed at 100,000 
cases per year, which is about 8,333 cases per month on average. As the secondary 
property market is highly affected by various economic factors and government 
housing policy, it follows a random walk pattern which cannot be estimated with 
high accuracy. It is assumed that the number of transactions is the same for the first 
three years of operation. 
2. Inflation rate is assumed at 6 percent per annum. This is used as the basis to 
calculate increase in operating costs. 
3. Bank interest rate is assumed at 10 percent per annum. 
4. Average property price is assumed at HK$3.5 millions for private residential 
housing unit and HK$1 million for a HOS housing unit. 
5. The total number of private residential units and resaiable HOS housing units are 
1,060,000 and 170,000 respectively. Property transactions are assumed at a 9:1 ratio 
as HOS housing transactions usually constitute a smaller portion of property 
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transaction, and that this market is not so mature and is also adversely affected by 
the government housing policy. 
6. An average total commission of 0.3 percent of property price is assumed for the 
company revenue. 
7. Market share is estimated at 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 percent in the first three years 
respectively which will translate into 500 cases, 1,500 cases, and 2,500 cases 
respectively. Thereafter the business is assumed to grow at 6 percent annual rate 
which is the same as inflation rate. 
8. The company will compile a database of 100,000 units of property on sale. 
9. Each piece of information is assumed to sell an average of 0.2 times, 0.5 time and 
0.8 times in the first year, second year, and third year onward respectively before 
property is sold. 
Based on the above assumptions, annual revenue of the new business venture is 
estimated as below: 
(Amount in millions of HK$ unless Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
specified otherwise) onward 
Annual number of transaction 100,000 100,000 100,000 
Private housing 90,000 90,000 90,000 
HOS housing 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Annual transaction value $325,000 $325,000 ~~$325,000 
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(Amount in millions of HK$ unless Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
specified otherwise) onward 
Annual commission fees^  for the industry $975 $975 $975 
Estimated market share 0.5% 1.5% 2.5% 
Estimated annual commission earned $4.88 $14.63 $24.38 
Number ofinformation ofproperty for 100,000 100,000 100,000 
sale 
Average number of information kit sold 0.2 0.5 0.8 
per piece of revenue generating 
information 
Unit price ofinformation kit HK$50/set HK$50/set HK$50/set 
Estimated revenue from selling of $1 $2.5 $4 
information kit 
Total annual revenue $5.88 $17.13 $28.38 
The projected profit and loss for this business plan are shown in Appendix 3. 
10. Risk of the project 
Risk of the project is estimated at a pessimistic scenario where only 70 percent of 
the objective is achieved and thereafter the business grows only at 3 percent instead 
of 6 percent as assumed for the normal scenario. In other words, market shares 
achieved in the first three years become 0.35 percent, 1.05 percent and 1.75 percent 
respectively. The ratio between transaction of private and HOS housing remains 
unchanged. 
d This figure is calculated based on a 0.3% commission rate 
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The annual revenue of the business venture in the first three year under the 
pessimistic scenario is estimated as below: 
(Amount in million of HK$ unless Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
specified otherwise) onward 
Annual number of transaction 100,000 100,000 100,000 
Private housing 90,000 90,000 90,000 
HQS housing 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Annual transaction value $325,000 一 $325,000 一 $325,000 
Annual commission fee^  for the industry $975 $975 $975 
Estimated market share 0.35% 1.05% 1.75% 
Estimated annual commission earned $3.66 $10.97 $18.28 
Number of information of property for 100,000 100,000 100,000 
sale  
Average number of information kit sold 0.2 0.5 ^ 
per piece of revenue generating 
information  
Unit price of information kit HK$50/set — HK$50/set HK$50/set 
Estimated revenue from selling $1 $2.5 |4 
information kit  
Total annual revenue $4.66 $13.47 $22~^ 
Proposed Management Structure and Human Resources Plan 
To operate the new business, the company requires a board of directors which is 
mainly consisted of major shareholders. Under the board of directors, there is a 
management team overseeing and implementing all policies and objectives as set by the 
board of directors. The management structure and the human resources plan are proposed 
as below: 
Position Number of position 
at the business start up 
General Manager 1 
Financial Controller 1 
Marketing Manager 1 
Administrative and HR Manager 1 
d This figure is calculated based on a 0.3% commission rate 
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Position Number of position 
at the business start up 
Operations Manager 1 
MIS Manager 1 
Marketing officer 2 
Property coordinators 10 
MIS officer 3 
Secretary pool 3 
Accountant 1 
Accounting clerk 2 
HR 0伍06『 1 
Clerk 1 
Total number of employees 29 
The major responsibilities and duties of the company members are as follows: 
1. Board ofDirectors 
This is the highest decision making body of the company. It is responsible for 
planning and development of the company and recruitment of a management team. 
With assistance of General Manager and Financial Controller, it oversees the whole 
business. It takes aU legal and financial responsibility for operations of the company. 
2. General Manager 
He will be responsible for overseeing the whole operations of the company. He is 
also expected to design and develop tactical plans. 
3. Financial Controller 
He is responsible for all financial management and accountings of the company. 
He is required to develop and implement financing plan, and to make sure that 
resources are utilized at the most efficient way. 
4. Marketing Manager 
He is responsible for using innovative ideas to promote the new concept of property 
service to customers to attract business for the company so that the company can 
have a good start and sustain its business in subsequent years. 
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5. Operations Manager 
He is responsible for planning, recruiting, training, and managing the whole team 
of sales coordinators to ensure that operations of the company mn smoothly, 
effectively and in a profitable way. 
6. MIS Manager 
He is responsible for developing a database and providing every support to 
Operations Department as well as all other managers in order to maintain smooth 
operations. 
7. Property Coordinators 
Apart from a management team, property coordinators will form a profit making 
team under supervision of Operations Manager who is important for business 
revenue. According to demand of human resource for the business, it is expected 
that sales coordinators will double and triple to the size of the original team in the 
second and third year respectively in order to cope with growth of the business. The 
whole team is expected to expand from 29 persons in the first year to 51 persons in 
the third year. The human resource plan as well as expenses for the first three years 
is found in Appendix 5. 
Capital investment 
To start up the new business, the following capital investment required is as 
follows> 
1. Renting of a second or third grade office of area 3,000 square feet. Rent is expected 
at HK$25 per square feet per month. 
2. Purchase of a server to support 25 work stations. The system is expected to compile 
100,000 sets of property information which is expandable to 500,000 sets. The 
server should be able to support 25 work stations in the first year and then 50 work 
stations in three years time. 
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3. Purchase or develop softwares to support 500,000 sets of property information and 
the workstations. 
4. Purchase of office fumiture and equipment, installation of office furnishing and 
fixture catering for 29 persons in the first year and then 51 persons in the third year. 
5. Operating capital for operations and staff salary 
Based on the above requirements, capital demand for the start up of the business is 
tabulated as below: 
Item Capital investment 
required for the first year 
in HK$ 
Development of a software for a database for 800,000 
500,000 property information 
Purchase of a server with 25 work stations 440,000 
=US$2,000x25+US$5,000 + US$2,000 
Office fumishing, office fumiture, fixture, 1,000,000 
equipment 
First years rental for 3,000 sq. ft 3'^  grade office at 900,000 
HK$25 per square feet per month 
First year staff salary 7,020,000 
T ^ 10,160,000 
Capital Structure 
It is expected that a total ofHK$10 millions capital will be sufficient to start up 
the business in the first year and then operations of the business will be able to generate 
sufficient cash flow to support the business. It requires shareholder equity to be HK$10 
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millions in order to obtain bank loans of HK$2 millions. HK$8 miUions are required 
from shareholders as paid up capital and the remaining HK$2 millions will be unpaid 
capital which will be drawn from shareholders when required. 
Projected Statement ofProfit and Loss. 
Cash Flow Statement and Financial Ratios 
From the above assumptions and plans, the projected profit and loss and projected 
cash flows are in Appendix 3 and 4 respectively. 
From the projected profit and loss, this plan suggests that based on the assumed 
market shares, the business will be able to generate profit at the end of second year. 
Starting from the third year onward, it will have significant contribution of profit making 
and the whole investment being paid back in the third year. In five years time, the 
business is able to generate a total retained earnings ofHK$24,172,000. Annual retum 
calculated at compound rate is 32.09 percent. From the cash flow statement, DR^ is 
calculated at 47.79 percent. 
Under a pessimistic scenario in which only 70 percent of the objective is achieved 
and that annual revenue growth rate is projected at 3 percent, the business venture is able 
to generate profit in the third year. Pay back period is five year and profit generated will 
be HK$2,228,000. The overall retum rate in five years is 27.85 percent with an annual 





Property agency industry is a derived business from real property market. 
Property market in Hong Kong is one of the pillar of the local economy and has gained 
substantial growth in the past decades. Subsequently property agency industry has 
become an important and profitable industry. 
Although there are several modes of property agency operation for the 
secondary property market, the conventional property agency is by far the most prevalent 
mode. However, this mode has been criticized by the public that agents are not impartial, 
trustworthy, reliable, and charges are too high. A market survey conducted in this study 
has supported these criticisms. However, as the conventional property agency is by far 
the most prevalent channel for the secondary property transaction, customers have no 
other better alternatives to choose. 
Our survey indicates that customers are far from total satisfaction with the 
existing mode ofagency service. With reference to the questionnaire survey results, we 
have developed a new mode ofbusiness to promote property transaction, ln order to be 
successful in the market, this mode of operation should be impartial, able to gain trust 
from customers and charge at a lower rate than that by the existing property agents. It 
shall also provide more updated, accurate and reliable information about the market and 
properties. A variety of services ranging from merely information provision to fuU 
services better than that provided by the conventional property agency service will be 
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offered to customers. The new service offers more choices and personalised services to 
customers. 
The tentative business plan indicates that the business is feasible with a pay 
back period of 3 years and IRR of 26.38 percent. The financial figures show that this 
plan is feasible with a pay back period of 3 years, with an annual return rate of 32.09 
percent from a five year time frame and an ERR of 47.79 percent. This shows that if this 
new business is able to capture the projected market shares, the business can be carried 
out in great success. The risk of this project is medium. It is projected that if only 70 
percent of the target market shares and only 3 percent growth for the business are 
achieved annually, the pay back period will extend to five year. The annual retum is 
calculated at compound rate of 5.04 percent and ERR is 15.29 percent. 
Even if this mode of providing property transaction service does not tum out 
to be as promising as indicated in the business plan, it shall at least be able to put 
tremendous pressure on the conventional mode of property agency such that they are 
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APPENDIX 1 
We are a group of CUHK part time MBA students conducting a survey on the property agency 
industry. We would like to seek your assistance in filling out this questionnaire. The questions assume 
their service on the secondary property market. Please respond to each questions by choosing the best 
alternative. All the information you provided will be kept confidential and used solely for our study. 
We appreciate ifyou can retum this questionnaire before you leave the Town Centre the day you see 
it. Please put it in the collection box marking "Property Agency". Thank you very much for your kind 
assistance ！ 
Please circle your response for the following questions: 
1. Do you plan to buy any private property in the next 3 years? 
Yes No 
2. Do you hold other private property other than the one you are living in ？ 
Yes No 
3. How many times have you used the services of the property agents to purchase/ sell a 
property in the past 3 years? 
a. 0 b. 1 c. 2 d. 3 e. 4 -6 f. 7 or over 
4. How familiar are you with the property transaction process? 
very very 
familiar unfamiliar 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
For the following questions, please circle your response on the degree of importance of various aspects 
when you are going to buy a property. 
Strongly strongly 
Important unimportant 
5. More choice of property 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6. Latest market information including the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
transaction price 
7. Detailed information on the interested 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
property 
8. Inspection of the property by yourself 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9. Direct conversation with the property 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
owner before decision 
10. Direct price negotiation with the owner 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11. Inspection of the property under the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
companionship of the property agent 
MBAproject/p.l 
12. Professional advice on the value of the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
interested property 
13. Land search 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
14. Legal and financing services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
• • • . 
Please circle the response regarding the value of the services the property agents in general are now 
providing. 
Highly No value 
valuable at all 
15. Provide more choices of property for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
selection 
16. A large database of potential 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
buyer/seller information 
17. Latest market information including 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
transaction price 
18. Provide detailed information on the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
property under inspection 
I 19. Arrange inspection of a flat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
20. Accompany you to inspect the property 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
21. Provide professional advice on the price 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
of the property you are interested 
22. Negotiate the price for you 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
23 • Act as a third party to resolve any 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
problems arisen after transaction 
24. Conduct land search 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
25. Prepare the provisional sales and 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
purchase agreement 
26. Assistance on finding legal and 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
financing services 
Please circle your degree of agreement on the following statements regarding property agents: 
strongly strongly 
agree disagree 






28. They provide reliable market 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
information 
29. They are the best channel for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
seUing^uying of property 
30. They are trustworthy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
31. Their service fee worths their services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
provided 
32. They are a good source of market 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
information 
33. They provide professional services that 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
yourself cannot do better than they do 
34. Overall speaking they provide good 1 2 3 4 • 5 6 7 
j service to the customer 
i 
35. They should ask for a fixed service fee 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
instead of one based on the property 
value 
36. What do you think their service fee should be if you think their present charge schedule is not 
reasonable? 
less than 0.3% b. 0.3%-0.5% c. 0.5%-0.7% d. 0.7%-0.9% e. other i 
37. If you have any other opinions on the property agents, please write them down , 
Personal information ‘ 
I 
38. What is your age? 25 or below 26-35 36-45 above 45  
39. What is your educational level? Primary Secondary College  
First degree Postgraduate  
40. What is your annual family income? 300K or below 300K-500K 500K-700K  
700K-1000K 1000K or above  
41. What is your sex? Male Female  
42. What is your marital status? Single Married Married with kids  
Divorced  







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX 3 - PROJECTED PROFIT AND LOSS 
Financial - Proiected Profit and Loss 
Year 1 Year 2 Year3 Year4 Year5 TOTAL 
HK$'000 HK$'000 HK$'000 HK$'000 HK$'000 HK$'000 
Income 
sales ofinformation kit 1,000 2,500 4,000 4,240 4,494 16,234 
commission 4,875 14,625 24,375 25,838 27,388 97,100 
： Total income 5 ^ 17,125 28,375 30,078 31,882"""113,335 
Operating Expenses . 
rental 900 900 900 954 954 4,608 
salaries 7,020 9,858 12,697 13459 14266 57:300 
marketing expenses 3,000 3,000 3,000 2000 2000 13,000 
administrative expenses 800 1,000 1,200 1272 1348 5,620 
depreciation expenses 500 ^ 700 700 700 3，200 
total operating expenses 12,220 15,358 ~~"18,497 18,385 19,269 83,728 
Profit before Interest and tax (6,345) 1,767 9,878 11,693 12,613 29,606 
Interest expenses 200 200 200 200 200 1，000 
Profit before tax (6,545) 1,567 9,678 11,493 12,413 28,606 
Tax - - 729 1,781 1,924 4,434 
Profit aftertax (6,545) 1,567 8,950 9,711 10,489 24,172 
Dividends - - -
Retained Eaming (6,545) 1,567 8,950 9,711 10,489 24,172 
Retained Earnings b/f - (6,545) (4,978) 3,972 13,683 
Retained Earnings c/f (6,545)| (4,978)| 3,972 13，683 24,172 24,172 
breakeven third year 
return in 5 years time 3 02• 15 % 
annual retum(compound rate) 32.09% 
APPENDIX 3 - PROJECTED PROFIT AND LOSS (PESSMISTIC) 
Financial - Projected Profit and Loss 
‘ Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 TOTAL 
HK$'000 HK$'000 HK$'000 HK$'000 HK$'000 HK$'000 
Income 
sales ofinforaiation kit 1,000 2,500 4,000 4,240 4,494 16,234 
commission 3,656 10,969 18,281 18,830 19,395 71,131 
Total income ~ 4 , 6 5 6 13,469 22,281 23,070 23,889 87,365 
Operating Expenses -
rental 900 900 900 954 954 4,608 
salaries 7,020 9,858 12,697 13459 14266 57,300 
marketing expenses 3,000 3,000 3,000 2000 2000 13,000 
administrative expenses 800 1,000 1,200 1272 1348 5,620 
depreciation expenses 500 ^ ] ^ 700 700 3,200 
total operating expenses 12,220 ~~15,358 18,497 18,385 19,269 83,728 
Profit before interest and tax (7,564) (1,889) 3,784 4,685 4,620 3,636 
Interest expenses 200 200 200 200 200 1,000 
Profit before tax (7,764) (2,089) 3,584 4,485 4,420 2,636 
Tax - - - - 409 409 
Profitaftertax (7,764) (2,089) 3,584 4,485 4,012 2,228 
Dividends - - -
Retained Earning (7,764) (2,089) 3,584 4,485 4,012 2,228 
Retained Earnings b/f - (7,764) (9,853) (6,269) (1,784) 
Retained Earnings c/f (7,764)| (9,853)| (6,269)| (l,784)| 2,228 2,228 
breakeven fifth year 
retum in 5 years time 27.85% 
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